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Abstract
Crowdsourcing technologies rely on groups of
people to input information that may be critical
for decision-making. This work examines obfuscation in the context of reporting technologies.
We show that widespread use of reporting platforms comes with unique security and privacy
implications, and introduce a threat model and
corresponding taxonomy to outline some of the
many attack vectors in this space. We then perform an empirical analysis of a dataset of call logs
from a controversial, real-world reporting hotline
and identify coordinated obfuscation strategies
that are intended to hinder the platform’s legitimacy. We propose a variety of statistical measures to quantify the strength of this obfuscation
strategy with respect to the structural and semantic characteristics of the reporting attacks in our
dataset.

1. Introduction
Crowdsourcing is a method of information retrieval that relies on the public to supply information to decision-makers
including state authorities. In the public reporting domain,
even established systems, such as emergency reporting
(e.g. 911) and information hotlines (e.g. 311) are not exempt from problems of distrust (Rock, 2019; Sasson et al.,
2015; Kessell et al., 2009; Smith & Holmes, 2003; Clark
et al., 2020). It is no surprise then that more controversial platforms—including Victims of Immigration Crime
Engagement (VOICE) (Kopan, 2017) and Texas Right to
Life (McCammon, 2021)—are subjected to unintended use,
spamming attacks, false reports, DDoS attacks, and more,
which collectively render their crowdsourced information
useless. These attacks, however, differ in nature from standard security and privacy attacks on technology platforms,
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as they represent a form of obfuscation; defined as “the
deliberate addition of ambiguous, confusing, or misleading
information to interfere with surveillance and data collection” (Brunton & Nissenbaum, 2013; 2015).
We posit that, unlike studies that characterize security with
respect to the intended use of a technology, the reporting
domain requires consideration of both harmful use and legitimate misuse (e.g. obfuscation). To this end, we introduce
a parallel threat model describing both threats to the platform’s legitimate functioning and platform-enabled violence.
Inspired by Thomas et al. (2021), we propose a taxonomy
of use and abuse in how people interact with reporting platforms, and discuss how legitimate responses to reporting
platforms depend significantly on social context.
Finally, we study obfuscation in the context of a real-world
collective spamming attack on the VOICE reporting system. Using open-source data from the VOICE system’s call
logs, we analyze both structural (e.g. report length) and
semantic (e.g. sentence embedding distances) properties of
spam and non-spam reports. We propose a variety of statistical measures to quantify the strength of an obfuscation
strategy with respect to similarity and dissimilarity in the
high-dimensional embedding spaces generated by neural
network language models. Our analysis reveals a number of
interesting insights for spamming techniques on reporting
technologies: (i) Spam reports are longer than true reports
(intending to waste operator time); (ii) Spam reports are
semantically disparate, covering a wider swath of topics
and clustering into more disjoint groups; (iii) Spam reports
are thematically similar, suggesting that they may be from
coordinated Internet campaigns. While many of the spam
messages in the VOICE dataset were easily identifiable, future deception campaigns using advanced language models
may pose more significant threats because they will more
closely resemble the distribution of true reports.

2. Taxonomy of Threats
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In this section, we report a taxonomy of threats that are
mediated or enabled by reporting platforms. These threats
are accumulated through systematically mapping the information flows that constitute reporting platforms (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Diagram representing the flow of information through
reporting platforms.

2.1. Deceptive Reporting
Submitting a deceptive report on a reporting platform entails
fooling a call operator or spam classifier in order to shift
the functionality and resource allocation associated with the
platform. These reports may erode the reporting platform’s
legitimacy and functionality. Deceptive reports fall into
two broad categories: false reporting aimed at harming
or disempowering another private individual (described in
Thomas et al. (2021)) and false reporting aimed at harming
or disempowering the reporting platform itself.
2.1.1. W EAPONIZING R EPORTS
Deceptive reporting to intimidate, disempower or harm typically involves a private-citizen attacker whose goal is to
harm a private-citizen target. In a phenomenon known as
“SWATing”, individuals sometimes use false reports to provoke emergency services to locate and confront a target. If
a caller falsely reports a serious crime (for exmaple a bomb
threat), use-of-force may lead to fatality (Krebs, 2019). Attackers who weaponize reports have goals ranging from
intimidation to coercion to direct physical harm. Depending on the purpose and functionality of a reporting system,
weaponized reports can intimidate targets or convey a threat.
2.1.2. P OISON R EPORTS
Poison reports aim to harm platforms rather than private individuals. Analogous to cache poisoning (Son & Shmatikov,
2010), poison reports are a particular type of spam that relies on deceiving an operator or spam classifier. By planting
false reports that are believed to be true by the platform
and its operators, poison data may significantly harm the
platform’s ability to distinguish true reports (Vincent et al.,
2021). These attacks are particularly harmful in large (variegated) quantities, or when a false positive report classification incurs large costs for the platform operator.

Abnormal reports contain information that was not expected
or designed to be processed by the platform. These reports need not be deceptive or even malicious, but can be
considered “threats” because they harm the functioning of
a reporting system. The mechanisms through which they
cause harm include creating many meaningless reports that
need to be sifted through, wasting phone operators’ time,
creating backlogs, and generally adding friction to the reporting process. Abnormal reports span a wide number of
different categories; we list a few below.
2.2.1. O PINIONS
Crowdsourced reporting platforms, especially nonemergency platforms, can be inundated with calls from
people who simply wish to state sentiments and opinions.
For example, people may call to state their approval or
disapproval of a platform’s existence. In this case, the
‘attacker’ is an individual user, and the target is the reporting
platform and its operators who read or listen to reports.
2.2.2. T ROLLING
We define trolling as the use of “inflammatory, insincere,
digressive, extraneous, or off-topic messages” (Wikipedia)
to provoke or manipulate. Troll behavior is distinct from
deceptive reporting—although troll reports are often false,
they are not deceptive nor do they expect to successfully
trick an operator or platform into reallocating resources. Attackers target an operator or platform and might be capable
of coordinating large-scale attacks on platforms (Birkbak,
2018; Navarro-Carrillo et al., 2021).
2.2.3. T HREATS
These reports are often politically-motivated reports by individuals who believe the platform is harmful or should not
exist. Their goal is to intimidate, coerce, or threaten the
humans who are operating and maintaining the reporting
system. Attacks range from accusatory political sentiments
(e.g., telling an operator that they should be ashamed of their
work) to direct threats (e.g., attempting to use an operator’s
personal information to intimidate).
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2.2.4. H ATE S PEECH AND P ROFANITY
The use of corrosive, belligerent, and hateful language can
occur on any platform that is not censored. These reports
need not be relevant to the platform’s intended purpose, and
hateful language may not be directed at anyone in particular.
There may be no real target or goal (from a security perspective) associated with these attacks, but they may harm a
platform’s functioning and so should be taken seriously.
2.2.5. ACCIDENTAL C ALLS
Many people call a hotline by accident. Emergency hotlines
are inundated with accidental calls, such as ‘butt dials’ or
mistakenly entered area codes or phone numbers (Friedman
& Albo, 2017). These calls are not malicious in nature but
need to be efficiently triaged to prioritize intended calls.
2.3. Overloading
Overloading attacks take aim at a system’s ability to field
large numbers of reports or traffic. Overloading attacks specific to reporting platforms include report spamming, raiding
or brigading, and distributed denial of service (DDoS). For
a general overview of overloading see Thomas et al. (2021).
2.3.1. R EPORT S PAM
In this context, we define spamming as friction-generating
calls whose purpose is solely to use platform resources.
Report spam can include troll reports, but may even include silent calls, music, pre-recorded messages, or operatoroperator routing calls (where two operators are put in touch
by an intermediary user to sow confusion).
2.3.2. R AIDING OR B RIGADING
These are instances where people coordinate to overwhelm a
feed, platform, or comment section to target an individual or
group. In reporting software, raiding and brigading may take
the form of script-based reports, large-scale spam ‘dumps’,
or coordinated trolling.
2.3.3. D ISTRIBUTED D ENIAL OF S ERVICE (DD O S)
DDoS attacks make a platform useless by jamming communication channels so that nobody can participate in information reporting.
2.4. Information Leakage
Crowdsourced enforcement mechanisms can enable interpersonal harm, even when they are intended by the system’s
designer. In a number of cases including immigration enforcement, policing, hotlines enable people to report one
another and leak private information that could be used to
incarcerate, interrogate, and search. Reporting platforms

can be a means by which people leak citizenship documentation status, criminal histories, or private sexual and health
information—all instances of information leakages.
2.5. Coercion
Depending on the decision motivating a crowdsourced information retrieval system, the platforms may enable coercive
leverage between people. 911 systems enable people to call
the police on anybody on the street or in their lives. This ability injects state force into interpersonal relationships, which
can lead to threats and coercion between people. Somebody
may threaten to call the police on somebody else, and this
type of threat can be harmful and manipulative.
2.6. Surveillance
Reporting systems turn everyday citizens into deputies
whose responsibility is to report information that may be
relevant to state law enforcement, regulatory services, or resource allocation. These systems raise two potential threats
in the category of surveillance, which we refer to as state
surveillance and interpersonal surveillance.
2.6.1. S TATE S URVEILLANCE
Reporting platforms can enable state surveillance by expanding the information available to law enforcement. This can
provide warrant for searching, spying, and arresting people.
Further, anonymity guarantees in a variety of platforms can
be violated if law enforcement has a reasonable cause.
2.6.2. I NTERPERSONAL S URVEILLANCE
Reporting platforms rely on people to observe and provide
information to platform operators. In the case of law enforcement, citizens feel they have a responsibility to inform
authorities of emergency situations. Citizens may take this
responsibility too far, and feel emboldened to surveil neighbors and community members who they deem suspect. The
same is true for immigration hotlines, abortion hotlines, and
even whistleblower and other crowdsourced information
hotlines. Such snooping behavior can be a threat to privacy.

3. Case Study: VOICE Logs
In this section, we analyze a dataset of 5164 publiclyavailable call logs from the VOICE reporting system in
2017, which exhibits some phenomena described above.
We focus on the following questions: (i) What structural
qualities (e.g. report length) differentiate spam from nonspam interactions? (ii) Do spam reports cover a wider range
of topics than non-spam reports? (iii) Are spam reports semantically similar to other spam reports? We address each
of these questions in the subsections below. The structural
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analysis can be found in Appendix C.
3.1. Semantic Analysis
To capture the semantic content of the reports, we generate
sentence-level embeddings for each report using SentenceBERT (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019). Sentence embeddings
map text sentences into a high-dimensional vector space
in which semantically similar sentences are close, and unrelated sentences are far apart. Such representations are
effective for downstream textual tasks like clustering and
semantic search (Conneau & Kiela, 2018). Here, we leverage this high-dimensional semantic space to examine the
similarities and dissimilarities of spam vs. non-spam reports
by clustering their respective embeddings and measuring
text similarity with a variety of metrics that we introduce to
examine the underlying report distributions.
3.1.1. C LUSTERING A NALYSIS
First, we perform hierarchical clustering over the set of
report embeddings. Formally, given a distribution of report sentences S, we pass each sentence si ∈ S through
an embedding-generating function fθ : S → Rd (with parameters θ), which produces a d-dimensional embedding
vector vi ∈ Rd . Following the method introduced by Grootendorst (2020), we cluster the embeddings by preojecting
each vi onto a lower-dimensional manifold using UMAP
reduction (McInnes et al., 2018), then performing densitybased clustering with HDBSCAN (Campello et al., 2013).
The optimal clustering yields a set of topics T for the reports, which are shown in Figure 2. From the y-axis of
Figure 2, we see a number of obviously spam clusters that
correspond to attack vectors from our taxonomy; such as
abnormal reporting—e.g. false reports describing UFOs and
extraterrestrials (trolling), politically-charged commentary
(opinions), and operator harassment (threats, profanity)—
and overloading—e.g. staying silent or playing music (report spam). This analysis suggests that a large number of
spam calls can be accurately identified by topic alone. We
therefore conjecture that a cursory human review of the clusters produced yields spam/non-spam labels that are highly
accurate at detecting semantically obvious, non-deceptive
spam attacks. We supplement this analysis by clustering
spam and non-spam reports separately in Appendix B.
3.1.2. S EMANTIC S IMILARITY A NALYSIS
We also quantify the similarity of spam vs. non-spam reports
as a function of distance in semantic space. Given spam
embeddings vspam = {v1spam , v2spam , ..., vnspam }, we define the
following three distance measures:
Definition 3.1. Within-category distance D̄WC is the average cosine distance between each spam embedding vispam

Figure 2. Hierarchical clustering of VOICE logs. The first seven
clusters (top, colored green) appear to be true reports, whereas
many of the others fall into threat categories including opinions
(e.g. cluster 13) and obvious spam (e.g. references to UFO’s).

and the mean spam embedding v̄ spam :
n

D̄WC (vspam ) =

vispam · v̄ spam
1X
1 − spam
n i
||vi ||2 ||v̄ spam ||2

Intuitively, D̄WC (vspam ) measures the extent to which spam
reports resemble each other. Due to the varied topics of
spam, as outlined in Section 3.1.1, we expect there to be a
greater difference between the semantic content of spam
than there is for non-spam. We therefore hypothesize that
D̄WC (vspam ) > D̄WC (vnon-spam ), where D̄WC (vnon-spam )
is the average distance for non-spam embeddings vnon-spam .
Definition 3.2. Distance from the mean non-spam report
D̄NSR is the average cosine distance between each spam embedding vispam and the mean non-spam embedding v̄ non-spam :
n

D̄NSR (v

spam

1X
vispam · v̄ non-spam
)=
1 − spam
n i
||vi ||2 ||v̄ non-spam ||2

Intuitively, D̄NSR (vspam ) measures the extent
which spam reports resemble non-spam reports.

to
If
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Figure 3. a) Average within-category distance. Spam (red) reports display less semantic similarity than non-spam (green) reports, but
not considerably less. Despite covering a wide range of topics, spammers are relatively within each topic. b) Average distance from
the mean non-spam embedding. Spam are further from the mean non-spam vector than non-spam, indicating that spam reports are not
well-disguised. c) Distance of spam vs. non-spam samples from their cluster centers as a function of the number of clusters K.

D̄NSR (vspam ) ≈ D̄WC (vnon-spam ), we can say that the
generated spam reports are well-disguised semantically
amongst non-spam reports. For spam VOICE reports,
which cover a much wider qualitative range of semantic
content than non-spam reports in Figure 2, we expect
D̄NSR (vspam ) > D̄WC (vnon-spam ).
Definition 3.3. Let C spam be the set of K disjoint clusters
(with centroids µspam
) computed by the K-means algorithm
j
(Hartigan & Wong, 1979) over embeddings vspam . We define the mean-squared distance of each sample from its
cluster centroid, D̄(vspam , µspam
), as:
j
n

D̄(vspam , µspam
)=
j
spam

1 X spam
||vi
− µspam
||2
j
n i

, µspam
)
j

Intuitively, D̄(v
measures the internal coherence of the clusters generated for spam reports. Given
the large variety of spam observed, we expect that it
will be much more difficult to cluster coherently than
) >
non-spam, so we hypothesize that D̄(vspam , µspam
j
D̄(vnon-spam , µnon-spam
).
Finally,
because
this
distance
rej
quires selecting K as an input, we compute distances for
each K value in the range [1, 100] to get a holistic view of
the “clusterability” of spam vs. non-spam reports.
The results for each of our distance measures are shown
in Figure 3. The results confirm our hypothesis that spam
reports are less well-structured semantically than non-spam
reports. This finding is shown in Figure 3b, which shows
that spam report embeddings are a considerable distance
further from the mean non-spam embedding than are nonspam reports. This indicates that the spam reports are not
very well-disguised among the non-spam reports. Moreover, in Figure 3c, the distance from spam embeddings to
their cluster centers is greater than that of non-spam embeddings for every value of K. This suggests our results

are robust to number-of-clusters: non-spam reports can be
clustered more coherently than spam reports. The results for
average within-category distance (Figure 3a) are somewhat
surprising, however. Though distance within spam reports is
greater than distance within non-spam reports (as predicted),
the disparity between the two is small. This suggests that
despite covering a much wider range of semantic topics
than non-spam reports (as outlined in Figures 3b and 3c),
the text within each topic tend to be relatively similar. This
is an interesting insight into the behavior of spammers of the
VOICE platform; and possibly of spammers in a larger context. The spammers seem to agree upon a set of coordinated
spam campaigns that use semantically similar verbiage—a
testament of spammers’ ability to coordinate attacks.

4. Conclusion
This work has initiated a discussion on the security and
privacy implications of crowdsourcing and reporting technologies. We have outlined the web of actors, attackers,
and victims that are involved in reporting and introduced
a unique parallel threat model for this setting. We also
examined a case of attacks in the context of a real-world
collective spamming attack on the VOICE reporting system.
Our analysis suggests that while spam attacks can be harmful to a platform, not all attacks are equal: those that better
resemble the set of true reports may be more harmful to an
agency’s ability to classify true reports from false reports.
Humor, troll behavior, and easily-identifiable spam, while
more likely to go viral on social media, may be less effective
if the goal is obfuscation. As attacker capabilities improve,
we posit that deception spam campaigns will pose a significant threat to crowdsourcing technologies. Further research
is needed to see how large-scale campaigns, especially those
that leverage language models like GPT-3, might be able to
submit large numbers of reports that resemble the set of true
reports and do not use easily identifiable language.
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A. Additional Related Work
Novel crowdsourced reporting systems have been proposed in many domains by computer scientists. Papers have suggested
and analyzed healthcare self-reporting technologies (Braithwaite et al., 2010; 2008), blockchain approaches to anonymous
reporting (Zou et al., 2019), decentralized traffic and accident reporting (Özkul & Çapuni, 2018; Bhatti et al., 2019), and a
variety of updates to crime reporting technologies. Studies have attempted to use simulation to see how robust reporting
platforms are to scaling reports (Sveen et al., 2007), however few or no measurement studies have attempted to formally
report on the unique security and privacy challenges that these systems face. As crowdsourced sensing and reporting systems
become a prominent way for policy-makers to represent constituents and respond to urgent needs, these systems need to be
scrutinized from a security perspective to identify the numerous ways that they may enable harms.
Broadly, we leverage the concept of obfuscation conceived in Brunton & Nissenbaum (2013) and further developed in
Brunton & Nissenbaum (2015). The book on the subject discusses a relatively long list of examples of obfuscation in the
wild, and does not include reporting mechanisms. We therefore extend the theoretical work on obfuscation to a new domain,
and test some empirical questions related to effective and ineffective obfuscation strategies. The reporting technology domain
is unique because it involves technology-enabled privacy violations that are ultimately carried out by citizens, rather than the
police or state actors. This private arena of privacy violations has been theorized from legal and sociological perspectives,
for example in work on privacy contingencies (Barocas & Levy, 2020) and intimate partner privacy (Keats Citron, 2018;
Freed et al., 2018). The moral complexity of this domain–including the questions about harmful use and legitimate misuse
of platforms–requires that we extend the taxonomy work in Thomas et al. (2021) to specifically understand use and abuse
behaviors in the context of reporting.
Our taxonomy and threat modelling contributions build on computer security research that systematically analyzes violence
including hate and harassment mediated over the internet (Thomas et al., 2021) and other technologies (Freed et al., 2018).
Our contributions related to the VOICE logs, which aim to characterize broad-participation obfuscation techniques, is most
similar to spam detection literature, especially (Rayana & Akoglu, 2015; Fakhraei et al., 2015; Kaghazgaran et al., 2018).
These studies tend to focus on rating reviews which include a numerical parameter. They also often explicitly model social
networks to understand the spread of information or opinions. We are less interested in how obfuscation campaigns spread,
and more interested in the security implications of these campaigns and what makes them detectable and/or powerful.

B. Clustering Analysis Continued
In addition to the corpus-wide clustering analysis outlined in Section 3.1.1, we perform an additional clustering analysis
after manually separating the sets of spam and true reports.
Formally, given a , we pass each sentence si ∈ S through the embedding-generating function fθ : S → Rd (with parameters
θ), which produces a corresponding d-dimensional embedding vector vi ∈ Rd . We separate the distribution of report
sentences S into distributions for spam (Sspam ) and non-spam (Snon-spam ) and cluster each individually. We again follow
the clustering method introduced by Grootendorst (2020), which yields a set of topics Ts and Tm for spam reports and
non-spam reports, respectively.
Our hypothesis is that spam reports will cover a much broader set of conversational topics than non-spam reports – i.e.
|Tspam | > |Tnon-spam |. This stems from the observation that spam responses may be incited by any of the sub-categories of
deceptive and abnormal reporting (as outlined in Sections 3.1 and 3.2), whereas valid reports are constrained to the few
topics for which the platform was originally intended.
Results of this clustering are shown in Figure 4. We find that the optimal number of clusters, as dictated by HDBSCAN,
are |Tspam | = 34 and |Tnon-spam | = 13, indicating a much wider range of dialogue in spam reports. Similar to Figure 2,
we see a large portion of spam reports on the y-axis of Figure 4a dedicated to abnormal reporting—e.g. obviously false
reports describing UFO and extraterrestrial encounters (trolling), politically-charged commentary (opinions), and operator
harassment (threats, profanity)—and overloading—e.g. staying silent or playing music (report spam). Non-spam reports, on
the other hand, consist mostly of information gathering requests and reports of possible tips / witness accounts related to
the original use-case of the VOICE system. Altogether, these results confirm our hypothesis from Section 3.1.1 that spam
reports cover a much broader set of conversational topics than non-spam reports.
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Figure 4. a) Visualization of the 34 clusters from the set of all spam topics are shown along with their hierarchy. Spam topics include
everything from operator harassment (e.g. derogatory comments) to policitally-charged commentary (e.g tax spending, comments about
the president) to obviously false reports (e.g. mentions of extraterrestrials). b) Visualization of the 13 clusters from the set of all non-spam
topics. These clusters are more relevant to the intended use of the platform (e.g. information gathering).

Figure 5. Analysis of report length for spam (red) vs. non-spam (blue) reports. There exists a positive correlation between report length
and the probability that a report is spam.

C. Structural Analysis of Reports
As a first test to compare spam and non-spam activity, we examine the structure (rather than content) of the reports. Given
that valid users interact with the platform for legitimate purposes, we expect that non-spam will be more concise and
to-the-point than spam. To examine this hypothesis, we measure each report’s length in words and compare the relative
word counts of spam and non-spam reports.
The results of this study are shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5a, we find that, below 150 words, the number of non-spam
reports far outweighs the number spam reports. When the number of words in the report exceeds 150, we find significantly
fewer non-spam reports and a larger proportion of spam. This finding is re-iterated in 5b, which shows the probability of a
report being spam vs. non-spam, given its length. Again we see a stark shift in the percentage of spam reports when the
word count exceed 150 words. Altogether, these results suggest that, though it is certainly possible for a shorter length report
to be spam, the likelihood of a report being spam grows considerably with the length of the report.

